
Our company has started its production with the experience of more than 20 years in order to 
supply the developing sector needs and in this context, R & D activities continue uninterruptedly.

MISSION
Providing the most suitable products and services for our customer's needs and expectations with our 

VISION
Becoming the leading manufacturer in Turkey with core values such as high quality production, 
delivery on time and sustainable product development in order to succeed in the global area as well.

SERVICES
Process management and pre-analytical processes required in all private and public hospitals in this 
context, the production of the necessary devices.

www.endmed.com.tr

TUBE SORTER
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tubes can be continuosly loaded to sorter by using bulk input.

these sorting rules through the user-friendly screen menu.

identical barcodes can be deposited in separate drawers or belt lines and sorting process continues 
without interruption.

Drawer.

8- The systems provides the following information on the screen
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 The elevator is built to feed all tube positions    
 continuously.
  
 Compatible with all type of test tubes with 8-22mm   

 The number can be increased optionally.

 Has a drawer warning system with lights.

 Drawer full set value can be changed on the screen

 Uninterrupted sorting continues by assigning a matc  
 hing drawer number, even if the drawer is pulled,   

 -Total number of sample tubes

 - Reports can be stored in internal software

 - Report can be printed via printer

 with barcode software.

4 13

We are proud to present our new innovative product for closing the caps and storage 
of blood sample tubes for the procedures in the post-analytical process. 

Blood samples must be kept closed to prevent evaporation. 

can be closed with its the same product.
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800 tubes can be continuosly loading.

 

 
Turkey

Continuous operation with ‘pair box assignment’ 

continues to sort.

 

-Total number of sample tubes

- Reports can be stored in internal software

- Report can be printed via printer

 

- Tube lifting by a sliding lift system
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Turkey

- Cap Closing Unit Protection cap 

transportation over long distance.

and vertically. 

transport systems and release capacity for transportation of other items than small clinical samples.

 



710

7- Has a user friendly and simple user interface.

8 -Can track Daily decapping quantities.

RC 2000 SL
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Turkey

- Decapping Unit Protection Cover
- Cap Discharge Output
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